
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 

C6 CORVETTE 2-pc LICENSED FUEL RAIL COVERS 

(fits 2008-2013) 

PART#043115

PARTS INCLUDED: 

2-Stainless Fuel Rail Covers

1-Angle Chrome Cover w/Hook and Loop Fastener
1-Adhesive Promoter Pack

1-Stainless Fuel Line Cover w/putty

Your new covers come to you with a protective liner. Do not remove liner until installation is complete. 

1. Your new fuel rail covers have been designed to snap over the existing factory covers. Simply remove

the stock fuel rail covers and snap the new covers over top of them. Using a small rubber mallet tap the

two small tabs over to lock in position and reinstall your covers.

2. Once you have successfully reinstalled your covers remove the protective liner.



3. You have been supplied with a small stainless fuel line cover to be placed over the fuel line via

attachment putty on the C6 covers 05-07 ONLY. On the C5 covers the stainless fuel line cover just

peels and sticks over the fuel line. Simply form and press in place.

4. You have been provided with a decorative chrome oil cap cover. Simply clean the top of the factory oil

cap with household rubbing alcohol to remove and dirt and road grime then swipe it once with the

adhesive promoter pack provided. Remove the hook and loop fastener attachment cookie half from the

underside of the cap cover and peel the release liner then place it on top of the factory oil cap and press

firmly to set. Then simply position the new chrome cover in place.

Note: Care must be taken when cleaning your covers. It is a good idea to lightly dust your covers with a clean 

soft cloth first in order to prevent any particles from scratching it. Then wipe (using a new clean soft cloth) 

with a good quality streak free glass cleaner. 

View other chrome trim and accessories made by American Car Craft on our website.

https://www.carid.com/chrome-accessories.html
https://www.carid.com/american-car-craft/

